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III. Executive Summary (see also prior Reports & www.bentprop.org):

LISTING OF GENERAL AND SPECIFIC FINDINGS OF P-MAN XI: 

P-MAN XI KEY EVENTS INCLUDED THE FOLLOWING (ATTACHMENTS with 

details for each event follows below): 

1. REVISIT/NEW FINDINGS (For P-MAN XII): Return Target-1 (RT-1, MIA Lt. 

Allison, Corsair, Aimeliik) Multiple Dates: Report by Team Member Paul 

Schwimmer 

2. REVISIT/NEW FINDINGS(For P-MAN XII):  Return Target-2 (RT-2, 

Underwater, Series of locations around Malakal and Arakebesan) and NT-1 

(Underwater, East of Melekiok) Multiple Dates: Report by Team Member Rick 

Smith

3. NEW FINDING for P-MAN XII: New Target-2 (NT-2,  Unidentified Japanese 

Aircraft Engine, Arakebesan) 19,22FEB10

4.  REVISIT/NEW FINDINGS for P-MAN XII: Return Target -3 (RT-3, Land, 

Archeological Report, Ngatpang) 26FEB11: Report by Team Member Jolie 

Liston, Archeologist and Research Scholar, Australian National University                                                

5.  NO FINDINGS: Return Target-3 (RT-3, Land, Presidential Hike to POW Area, 

Ngatpang) 07MAR10 

6. NO FINDINGS: New Target-3 (NT-3, Japanese Military Area incidentally 

uncovered during a Palauan field burn, Aimeliik): 04MAR09                                                                                  

7. INTERVIEWS WITH PALAUANS: None during P-MAN XII 

8. SITES IN 2009 HPO PROPOSAL NOT INVESTIGATED: RT-4 and RT-5 not 

search on this mission due lack of available guides 

III.      Detailed Specific Findings and Events

Introduction:

During 19 February – 11 March 2010, I (Pat Scannon) made my nineteenth return 

to Palau, this time with the P-MAN XII team for 3 weeks, continuing our search for 

Americans missing there since WWII. [NOTE: when service members go missing, 

they are initially designated as either "Prisoner Of War" (POW) or "Missing in 

Action" (MIA).  After someone has been missing (and is not known to be a POW) 

for a year, the official designation is changed (to facilitate family insurance claims) 

to "Killed in Action, Body Not Recovered" (KIA/BNR)]. Like last year, this year we 
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carried with us new archival data and photographs on top of our ongoing leads to 

guide our explorations.   

We continued with the mission structure started last year: 

 Assignment of field operations to Flip, as P-MAN XII Mission Coordinator 

 Assignments of two project team leaders: the Land Operations team, led by 

Paul Schwimmer and the Water Operations team, led by Rick Smith. 

 Team members could depart the mission after two weeks, as opposed to the 

prior requirement for participation for the full mission. 

 In addition, one additional short project in Ngatpang State was led by team 

member, Jolie Liston. 

As with last year, we also included Flip‟s implementing an advance team setting up 
shop in Palau ahead of the main body, which continued to save a lot of time. At the 

end-of-mission debrief, we all agreed the split mission approach continues to work 

effectively. The three project leaders wrote up their individual reports which are 

incorporated here with my filling in with the rest of the mission. All reports were 

reviewed for completeness of content and scientific balance but no effort was made 

to adjust writing style. 

The P-MAN XII team continued BentProp‟s ongoing interactions with the Palauan 
Historical Preservation Office (HPO) and other agencies. The team also continued 

its dialog with many key Palauans, including Palau‟s President Toribiong and his 

Chief of Staff Soaladaob, as well as  Senator Surangel (Junior) Whipps. We 

maintained our interactions with Senator Surangel (Senior) Whipps, Mr. Shallum 

Etpison and many others we have met and worked with over the years. 

Since its inception, the BentProp Project has recognized that we are guests in Palau, 

an independent and sovereign country. Hence, we understand that we owe the 

Palauan people an explanation of our intentions before proceeding and a summary 

of our findings afterwards. The BentProp Project does not take lightly the 

generosity of the Palauan people, both on an official and informal level, and we are 

determined to work hard to retain the trust we have been able to create with the 

people of Palau.  

The BentProp Project also feels that, as we are investigating historical matters 

concerning our forces during WWII, we owe the American people a summary of our 

efforts. Accordingly, we coordinate our activities, as appropriate, with the Joint 

POW/MIA Accounting Command, Hawaii (JPAC), the U.S. Naval Heritage and 

Historical Center (NHHC), Washington, D. C., the U. S. Air Force Historical 

Research Agency (AFHRA), as well as the Charge d'Affaires of the United States of 

America in Palau. We send confidential (For Official Use Only) reports to these 

agencies, as appropriate, and we also provide a non-confidential version to the 

public through our website: www.bentprop.org.The members of the BentProp 

Project express our deepest gratitude for the spirit of cooperation, patience and 

interest that we receive from each person and organization in Palau and the United 

States.  
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[Introductory Note: As with prior BentProp Project missions, P-MAN XII 

generated a lot of information in a non-linear manner – thus I have pooled 
descriptions by event on site and not by date. As many P-MAN XII personal events 

are ably captured in the daily internet log of team member Flip Colmer and daily 

progress notes on the BentProp website, the summary below will focus more on the 

key findings. All references to specific identities of deceased individuals, human 

remains, and GPS readings mentioned herein are considered by the BentProp team 

as CONFIDENTIAL/FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY to be held for use at the 

discretion of the President of Palau, the Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command, 

Hawaii (JPAC), U. S. Naval Heritage and Historical Center (NHC), U. S. Air Force 

Historical Research Agency (AFHRA), other related agencies of the United States, 

as well as the Palauan Ministry of Justice (MOJ), Historical Preservation Office 

(HPO) and other related agencies of Palau. A preliminary summary was sent to 

both BAC and JPAC immediately after mission completion in March 2010.] 

Permits and Permissions: 

The BentProp Project coordinates its activities with all appropriate Palauan 

authorities, national, state and local, as well as with appropriate Department of 

Defense agencies. This year, the P-MAN XII team before arrival submitted a 

mission proposal to the Palauan Historical Preservation Office (HPO), with courtesy 

copies to the Office of the President and to the US Embassy in Palau, as well as to 

the Joint POW/MIA Accounting Command (JPAC) in Hawaii and the Navy 

Historical and Heritage Center in the Navy Yard, Washington, D.C. Upon arrival in 

Palau, the P-MAN XII team sought and received the following permissions to 

proceed with our mission: 

 Memorandum of Agreement from the Bureau of Arts and Culture (BAC). 

 Written and/or oral permits from the Governors of States in which we 

planned to conduct search missions. 

 Permission from President Toribiong, through his Chief of Staff, that we 

may have access to search the waters around Palau. 

Beyond meeting with the BAC, courtesy calls were made with President Toribiong, 

the U.S. Embassy, the Japanese Embassy, several State Offices and the US Civic 

Action Team.  

President Toribiong with his 

BentProp hat poses with the 

team during our courtesy call 

to the Office of the President 

in Melekiok

With permission, 2010.
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Charge d’Affaires Masayuki 
Takashima and his assistant 

Shuji Tsuji meet with the P-

MAN XII team in cooperation 

with our efforts to locate 

MIAs from WWII.

With permission, 2010


